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Situationally conscious cognitive Exoskeleton - QUEST

1.)  Will explain later the idea of situational consciousness vs situational awareness – but the

concept of a cognitive exoskeleton is the key thrust of this effort – how to deliver decision

advantage – improving decision quality is what we seek

2.)  Most suggest that (decision advantage = improving decision quality) is achieved through SA

– data like that provided by AF/ST support and the aviation slide – SA drives decision quality

(second AF/ST slide) – define SA (wiki)– must be general enough to be useable in Cyber next

cyber slide – ignores people – but the layered view from AF/ST includes - Lots of work (for

example by AF/ST) that conclude that decision quality is dominated by SA (situational

awareness)- last cyber slide captures some of the key cyber challenges  – So is the key

function for a cognitive exoskeleton to ensure SA?

3.)  Although this effort / discussion is focused on ways to impact C4ISR in and across all

domains – the approach is very general and we’ve investigated for example applications in

sustainment of the fleet, cyber ISR, etc. – the AF/ST slide goes through the need for autonomy

across our core functions - virtually anywhere ‘decision’ quality is the limiting factor in capability

– and that is everywhere. – jeff Jonas view of problem space – Endsley equivalent to Jonas view

– lots of data but little information needed

4.)  Sensor designers concluded that need more and more sensors to achieve SA (AF/ST slide

on information gap and why? – and the result is lots of stove piped solutions each bringing a

piece of the data space that could improve SA to a human that must integrate and filter –

5.)  Cognitive engineering (user centered philosophy) and SA oriented design slides – provides

insight into a new approach to solve these issues – side note - we’ve successfully used these

cognitive engineering approaches in our ongoing pcpadx efforts to revolutionize the DCGS for

SOF etc – unifying frame of reference was a situation! Those slides are in the back up area

– fyi for AF/ST

6.)  Cognitive Engineering insight also provides a new view of what SA is – define Situations -

Asituation is any part the agent centric internal representation of an agent which can

be comprehended as a whole by that agent through defining how it interacts with oris

related to other parts of the representation in that agent.  We will definecomprehended

by defining how it interacts or is related to other situations via linking (and types of links).

interacting with other things we mean that the situations have properties or relate to

other situations.” *** we would say  can and must be linked to other ‘situations’  = ‘other

qualila’ = other chunks*** – agent centric – there are not out there – they are in the mind of

the agent making the decision – thus the idea of measuring the world is NOT the solution to SA

– sensing is –

7.)  Sensing as a new paradigm – SoS is the key – sensors integrated within decision systems –

idea is sensors as part of SoS that make decisions that is what makes sensing versus sensors –



Tenets of Sensing as a Service - Embedding in closed-loop decision systems - Responsive

sensing automation - Streaming analytics and multi-modal fusion - Accessible across domains -

Multi-user support - Comprehensive assessment – the goal is to address the challenge

presented in the Strategic vision ‘Delivering Decision Advantage’ – “AF ISR’s processing,

exploitation, and dissemination (PED) capability has evolved considerably over the last decade.

To continue the maturation, we will break the linear relationship between collection and

analysis, where every increment of additional collection capacity requires a proportionate

increase in analytical manpower. We will embrace the need for increased automation while

recognizing that analysts play the critical role in synthesis, integration, and insight.”  ** we

would include also breaking the relationship between the number of ‘customers’ accessing the

information and having their decisions impacted and the resources used **

8.)  But in the modern battle spaces decision quality has to be improved in a range of decision

makers – thus we need to break the linear relationship between … - thus we propose sensing

as a service –customer interacting with the data with ToM –

9.)  *** up to this point it is background – to provide context for AF/ST – can start with slide 19

for just a quest overview *** Most suggest solution lies in autonomy

10.)                     Magic bullet will not occur

11.)                     Need human machine teams – IA vs AI – AF/ST slide – her conclusion is

justification – the question is how to achieve human/machine teaming – how to overcome the

problems she list in her challenges to effective use of autonomy

12.)                     Joint cognitive systems – we suggest the solution lies in realizing human

machine teaming within a common framework – with shared perception -

13.)                     Requires cognitive models – we’ve focused on dual process theory like

advocated by Evans and Stanovich -

14.)                     Dual process ideas – start with type one processes and examples

15.)                     Rating professors and processing sensory data (example blindsight)

16.)                     Then the type two processes that lead to consciousness

17.)                     Define qualia – and define consciousness as generating qualia

18.)                     Key idea is artificial consciousness – that requires a definition / understanding

of consciousness – what is it? – why is it there – qualia – cognitive flexibility – hypothetical part

of SA levels is the key insight – but extend to not just be what might happen in the future but

also what might be happening now and what might have happened before – imagined present,

imagined past and imagined future – all consciousness –

19.)                     Requires a theory of consciousness – set of fundamental laws – situation

based / simulation / structurally coherent

20.)                     First of laws is situational based – situated –

21.)                     Key missing piece of current AI is means to process situations - / perceptions

22.)                     Define situations

23.)                     Second law is cognitively decouple / hypothetical simulation = type 2 processes



(consciousness)

24.)                     Related to Endsley model of SA

25.)                     We agree that the projection level of SA is a hypothetical – an imagined future

– we think that idea is key – would like to extend to have a hypothetical present / hypothetical

past – need computational theory of processing these situations / hypothetical situatiions -

26.)                     Define awareness – versus consciousness – range of values versus awareness

27.)                     Need approach to process situations / perceptions / chunks / qualia

28.)                     We seek quest agents to serve as cognitive exoskeletons – for human or

groups of humans – their goal is to use a dual process representation to capture situations

appropriate for their human team-mates –

29.)                     By having all (humans and computer based quest agents) using the same

approach to representation we have hope of a common framework – a common math that can

compute a situational complexity measure that can be used to determine what can be known

by a group of agents – allowing calculation of capacity (situational complexity based)

30.)                     Requires a framework for the dual process models – example is the Stanovich

and Evans ideas and a common mathematical framework (possibly category theory) capable of

handling computer agents with artificial consciousness and humans that will lead to a theory of

knowledge (what can be known by this set of agents using this set of sensing solutions)

31.)                     Requires models – example Larue (have early working versions now)

32.)                     Requires a set of driver problems – example pcpadx cp2 and cyber SA
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Can Bees Be Trained to Sniff Out Cancer?

Credit: Susana Soares

Some insects, such as bees, have a sense of smell so acutely sensitive that they can locate

the faintest of odors in a room, even if it consists of only a few molecules. But scientists

are particularly intrigued by the fact that these bugs can even be taught to detect various

chemicals, from methamphetamines to ingredients in explosives. They’ve even been shown
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to effectively diagnose diseases like tuberculosis and diabetes.
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Brainlike Computers, Learning

From Experience

Erin Lubin/The New York Times

Kwabena Boahen holding a biologically inspired processor attached to a robotic arm in a

laboratory at Stanford University.

By JOHN MARKOFF

Published: December 28, 2013

PALO ALTO, Calif. — Computers have entered the age when they are able to learn from their

own mistakes, a development that is about to turn the digital world on its head.

The first commercial version of the new kind of computer chip is scheduled to be released in

2014. Not only can it automate tasks that now require painstaking programming — for example,

moving a robot’s arm smoothly and efficiently — but it can also sidestep and even tolerate

errors, potentially making the term “computer crash” obsolete.

The new computing approach, already in use by some large technology companies, is

based on the biological nervous system, specifically on how neurons react to stimuli

and connect with other neurons to interpret information. It allows computers to absorb

new information while carrying out a task, and adjust what they do based on the

changing signals.

In coming years, the approach will make possible a new generation of artificial intelligence

systems that will perform some functions that humans do with ease: see, speak, listen,

navigate, manipulate and control. That can hold enormous consequences for tasks like facial

and speech recognition, navigation and planning, which are still in elementary stages and rely

heavily on human programming.
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By Antonio Regalado

During 2013, stock prices of technology firms raced upward, acquisitions of companies hit a

14-year high, more startups went public than at any time since the dot-com boom, and

enthusiastic expectations for the transformative power of technologies like drones and

consumer 3-D printing started to defy practical reality.

So by year’s end, it was natural to question whether there is a new tech bubble forming. In

November, the Wall Street Journal and other outlets reported that Snapchat, the

profitless, two-year-old social media startup with a smartphone app for sending

messages that quickly disappear, had rejected a $3 billion acquisition offer.

But while there may be a bubble in social media, a truer reading of the year in the technology

business was that it was one of haves and have-nots. Although fast-changing technology

brought huge benefits to the companies able to take advantage of it, many struggled to keep

pace. And in some areas, like energy technology, a frayed fabric for funding innovation offered

small support for the sort of breakthroughs that society needs much more than a new photo

app.

Globally, the fastest change is being propelled by mobile computers, whose spread marks a

fundamental shift in the world’s main computing platforms and is minting winners as well as

losers with astonishing speed. During the year, Microsoft announced new leadership, Nokia

sold its phone business to Microsoft, BlackBerry edged nearer to bankruptcy, and Intel

struggled with declining market share because it sells few chips for smartphones. More broadly,

the lifespan of all large companies may be getting shorter due to technological change.
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By Sci-Fi Standards, Newest Robots May Disappoint
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John Markoff/The New York Times

The Johnson Space Center’s Valkyrie robot competes at completing a task, closing a valve, at

the Darpa Robotics Challenge.

By JOHN MARKOFF

Published: December 20, 2013

FACEBOOK

HOMESTEAD, Fla. — The robot gently grabbed the door handle and pulled it open. But before it

could shuffle through the frame, it lost its grip and the spring-loaded door slammed shut.

Team Schaft, an elite group of former Tokyo University roboticists whose company was recently

acquired by Google, is one of the favorites to win the Pentagon’s Darpa Robotics Challenge

2013 Trials. But in its first event on Friday, the team’s 4-foot-8, 210-pound Schaft HRP-2 robot

was not perfect. The robot passed through just two of the three doors and as a result failed to

get a valuable third point or a fourth bonus point.

With computer technology and robot development rapidly advancing, the Robotics Challenge is

a coming-out party of sorts for a new generation of robots that are being designed to walk

around in the human environment and collaborate with people on tasks. But the event is

much more than a robot showcase; it is also an attempt by the federal government to push

technology forward, with the goal of creating machines that can be used in place of humans to

perform dangerous tasks.
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An AI Chip to Help Computers Understand Images

Hardware designed specifically to run complex neural networks could let personal

devices make sense of the world.

By Tom Simonite on January 2, 2014

Why It Matters
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A combination of new hardware and new software will be necessary for computers to become

significantly better at artificial-intelligence applications.

A powerful approach to artificial intelligence could be coming to smartphones.

Researchers from Purdue University are working to commercialize designs for a chip to help

mobile processors make use of the AI method known as deep learning. Although the power of

deep learning has inspired companies including Google, Facebook, and Baidu to invest in the

technology, so far it has been limited to large clusters of high-powered computers. When

Google developed software that learned to recognize cats from YouTube videos, the

experiment required 16,000 processors (see “Self-Taught Software”).

Being able to implement deep learning in more compact and power-efficient ways could

lead to smartphones and other mobile devices that can understand the content of

images and video, says Eugenio Culurciello, a professor at Purdue working on the project. In

December, at the Neural Information Processing Systems conference in Nevada, the group

demonstrated that a co-processor connected to a conventional smartphone processor could

help it run deep learning software. The software was able to detect faces or label parts of a

street scene. The co-processor’s design was tested on an FPGA, a reconfigurable chip that can

be programmed to test a new hardware design without the considerable expense of fabricating

a completely new chip.
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Google, Apple to battle over smart cars at CES

Published December 30, 2013

The Wall Street Journal

Lexus made headlines during the 2013 Consumer Electronics Show -- but this year Audi

may be making waves, thanks to a partnership with Google.CEA

Technology giants Google and Apple are about to expand their battle for digital supremacy to a

new front: the automobile.

Next week at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, Google and German auto maker
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Audi plan to announce that they are working together to develop in-car entertainment and

information systems that are based on Google's Android software, people familiar with the

matter said.

'The car is becoming the ultimate mobile device.'
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OK, Glass, Find a Killer App

Developers hope apps that improve upon their smartphone versions will help Google’s

head-worn computer catch on.

By Rachel Metz on January 2, 2014

Why It Matters

Wearable devices such as Google Glass offer new ways for us to interact with and use

technology.

New understanding: Quest Visual’s Glass app translates words that you’re focused on and

shows them on the gadget’s projected display.

When Google first introduced Glass over a year and a half ago, one question loomed: what kind

of apps could make it worth wearing a head-mounted computer everywhere you go?
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